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Abstract—Static and dynamic magnetic properties of Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles synthesized by thermal decomposition have been
investigated. Two ranges of diameter have been used: small particles (diameter about 6.2 nm) and larger ones (diameter about 22.4
nm). The nanoparticle microstructure has been characterized by transmission electron microscopy. The temperature dependence of
the zero-field dynamic permeability for both nanoparticle sizes has been studied, revealing a superparamagnetic state for the small
ones. Effects of the nanoparticle size on the dynamic permeability have been studied, and linked to the superparamagnetic state. A
dynamic susceptibility model has been found to reproduce the experimental behavior as well as its temperature dependence.

Index Terms—Nanomagnetics, dynamic magnetic susceptibility, ferromagnetic resonance, nanoparticles, superparamagnetism. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic  iron  oxide  nanoparticles  are  widely  studied  for
biomedical  applications  like  markers  for  magnetic  resonance
imaging,  new  nanosystems  for  hyperthermia,  or  drug  delivery
carriers due to their low toxicity, and biocompatibility [Xiao 2020].
Their  tunable  sizes  make  them  perfect  candidates  to  observe  or
interact  locally  with  entities  at  the  cell  scale  without  damaging
healthy  tissues  [Nikiforov 2009].  They  are  designed  with  a  high
saturation  magnetization  to  provide  a  sufficient  heating  of  the
particles  under  the  applied  AC fields  [Bañobre-López  2013]  and
their size is small enough to ensure a superparamagnetic behavior:
for small particle sizes, the thermal energy is close to the difference
of magnetic energy between two magnetization directions resulting
in fluctuations in the magnetization direction.

Such  particles  are  also  suitable  for  designing  new  magnetic
materials for electromagnetic applications as a constituent of an ink,
which will be then ejected by inkjet printing for elaborating well-
controlled  patterned  coatings  [Saleh  2017].  The  small  grain  size
inhibits complex magnetic textures and thus prevents losses arising
from the domain wall resonance. Recently, a one-step synthesis and
deposition process of nanoparticle derived from microwave-assisted
thermal decomposition synthesis has shown successful compatibility
with  CMOS  inductors  enhancing  the  Q  factor  20  times  and
extending  the  frequency  range  on  the  C  band  in  the  case  of
Mn0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 composition  [Sai  2019]  or  with  partially  inverted
ZnFe2O4 ferrites [Sai 2017]. Following Song [2013], the size of the
nanoparticle is believed to play a key role on the high frequency
susceptibility  through  the  superparamagnetic/ferromagnetic
resonance [Brown 1963].
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Shedding light on the size effect on the microwave susceptibility
should allow a better design of these devices. The dynamic magnetic
response  of  nanoparticles  has  been  extensively  analyzed  by
ferromagnetic  resonance  (FMR)  measurements  and  the  effect  of
superparamagnetic  transition  has  been  highlighted  for  small
nanoparticles [Antoniak 2015]. However, in this kind of experiments
conducted at a given frequency when sweeping the magnetic field,
the  magnetization  configuration  of  the  nanoparticles  assembly
depends  on  the  strength  of  the  static  magnetic  field  making  the
analysis of experimental FMR spectra complex. 

In  this  work,  we  performed zero-field  microwave  permeability
measurements from 1 MHz up to 20 GHz to characterize the spectral
response of Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles and evidence the influence of
the  superparamagnetic  state.   The  selected  chemical  composition
allows combining a high value of the saturation magnetization with
a large electrical resistivity [Fujiwara 2008].

II. SYNTHESIS OF Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 NANOPARTICLES 

A microwave assisted thermal decomposition in organic solvents
has been chosen [Liang 2017] because it allows a good control of
the  nanoparticle  size,  the  size  distribution,  and  the  morphology
through  the  tuning  of  the  decomposition  temperature,  the  ratio
between precursors and surfactant, the choice of solvent, precursors
and surfactant, the heating rate, and the reaction time [Song 2004,
Lu  2007].  In  particular,  it  is  really  convenient  for  mixed  cubic
ferrites  MxFe3-xO4 synthesis  in  comparison  with  other  synthetic
routes  [Pessoa  2019].  However,  one  parameter  remains  not  well
controlled and is clearly affected by the synthesis route: the location
of the M cations in the spinel sites. Indeed, it governs the magnetic
properties of the whole structure, making those systems really hard
to analyze [Nakagomi 2020].

Iron acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3, 97% purity), zinc acetylacetonate
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hydrate (Zn(acac)2), oleic acid (OA, 90% purity) and ethyl acetate
were purchased (Sigma-Aldrich), as well as ethylene glycol (EG),
absolute ethanol (VWR), 1-octadecene (ODE, Merck Millipore) and
oleylamine (OAm, 80-90% purity, Acros Organics). The following
protocol was applied: 1 mmol Fe(acac)3 and 0.15 mmol Zn(acac)2

were added to a homogeneous mixture of 8 mL OAm, 2 mL OA and
6  mL ODE.  EG was  introduced  only  to  make  the  nanoparticles
grow. The obtained solution was ultrasound-sonicated during 1 hour
before  introduction  in  the  microwave  reactor  Monowave  300
(Anton-Paar). The mixture was at first heated up to 473 K in 5 min
and maintained at this temperature for 10 min. Then, the temperature
was increased to 543 K in 5 min and maintained for 15 min. The
reactor was finally cooled down to 333 K. Finally, the nanoparticles
were recovered and washed six times by centrifugation processes
with addition of a mixture of ethanol and ethyl acetate. Once all of
the organics were removed, the nanoparticles were dried naturally
under  air.  Two  categories  of  nanoparticles  were  finally  studied:
small  particles  (S)P  (synthesized  without  addition  of  EG  in  the
reactor) and larger ones (L)P (with EG).

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The  nanoparticle  morphology  and  size  were  observed  by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL JEM-2100F
TEM with a  GATAN UltraScan 4k camera.  The diameter  values
were  obtained  from  image  processing  with  ImageJ.  Sizes  were
averaged with 5 to 7 samples originating from different synthesis
batches  and  were  presented  in  histograms,  applying  the  Sturges
criterion [Aragon 2015]. The average was then calculated from 1000
to  2500  particles  by  fitting  the  histograms  with  a  log  normal
distribution.  The  phase  purity  was  probed  by  X-ray  diffraction
(XRD)  with  a  Malvern  PANalytical  X’Pert  PRO  diffractometer
using CuKα line radiation in θ/2θ configuration and the size of the
diffracting domains was calculated with the Scherrer formula.

The magnetic properties were analyzed using a vibrating sample
magnetometer  (VSM)  (Microsense,  model  EZ7)  at  room
temperature and also with a VSM-SQUID magnetometer (Quantum
Design, MPMS) for in-temperature measurements. 

Effective magnetic permeability μeff and dielectric permittivity εeff

of a cell (APC7 standard) were determined by means of an APC7
coaxial  line  (Fig.  1.A-C).  From  the  measured  transmission  and
reflection coefficients of a cell containing the nanoparticles, the  μeff

and εeff spectra were retrieved using the Nicolson-Ross algorithm [Le
Gallou 2008]. Two vectorial network analyzers were used: a PNA
N5232A from 1 MHz to 6 GHz and a PNA N5230A from 10 MHz
to 20 GHz (both from Agilent Technologies) to cover a wide range
of frequencies. The APC7 non-magnetic brass cell consists of two
lateral plexiglass  slices (Fig. 1.D-E) spaced 3 mm apart with the
following properties: a relative permittivity of 2.67 and a thickness
of  2.0 mm. The powder is  introduced between the two plexiglas
slices by keeping one of them as the bottom of the box. The cell is
then closed with the second plexiglass slice (Fig. 1.D-E).
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Fig.  1. Set-up for  permeability  and permittivity  measurements  (A,  B,  C),
APC7 cell 3D view (D) and cross-sectional view (E).

Measurements  of  the permeability  spectra  were also conducted
within the [243 K, 343 K] range by means of an HP 8720C network
analyzer  operating  from 50  MHz  up  to  14  GHz.  The  sample  is
placed  in  a  cell  (Fig.  1.D-E)  and  the  whole  is  then  loaded  in  a
furnace  to  control  the  temperature.  The  temperature  is  then
monitored with a thermocouple sensor directly inserted inside the
cell. Low temperatures are obtained by a water-cooling circuit. 

Based on the volume fraction f V  of nanoparticles in the cell, the

use of a mixing law is required to determine the intrinsic dynamic
permeability  from  the  effective  one,  considering  that  the  cell
contains a mixture of nanoparticles with air. In our case, the retained
mixing law is a proportional one with the following formula:

(1)

where µint is the intrinsic permeability. The calculation only regards
the transverse  dynamic  susceptibility  noted  χ⊥,  assuming that  the
parallel susceptibility is negligible. Thus, the relative permeability µr

is defined as µr = 1 + χ⊥. The 3/2 prefactor comes from the randomly
distributed  anisotropy  axes  within  the  nanoparticles.  It  should  be
remarked  that  the  mixing  law  does  not  consider  the  static  and
dynamic dipolar coupling between the particles (isolated particles).
Taking  into  account  these  coupling  effects  could  be  achieved
through  an  approach  assuming  effective  demagnetizing  factors
[Ramprasad 2004].

Considering  the  low  level  of  measured  effective  imaginary
permeability  particularly  in  the  case  of  the  superparamagnetic
particles, the uncertainty of measurement, about ±0.05 for the cell
with Plexiglas sides, has to be taken into account [Bardy 1997].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nanoparticle size and morphology

Fig. 2. shows nanoparticles synthesized by thermal decomposition
for two ranges of size, namely, SP with a mean diameter of 6.2 ± 1
nm exhibiting spherical shapes (Fig. 2.A) and LP with a 22.4 ± 11
nm  diameter  with  “raspberry”  morphologies  (Fig.  2.B).  LP  are
assimilated to a binding between crystallites and the continuity of
the  crystal  planes  in  one  raspberry  structure  is  noticed.  This
framework  has  already  been  observed  in  the  case  of  iron  oxide
[Gerber 2015].

μint = 1 + 3
2 × f V

 ( μeff – 1 )
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Fig. 2. Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 (A) SP and (B) LP  obtained by thermal decomposition
with  sizes  of  6.2 ± 1 nm and 22.4 ± 11 nm respectively.  (C)  Histogram
distributions of the particle size fitted with a lognormal function in blue lines.

The  average  crystallite  size  for  SP  (resp.  LP)  computed  from
XRD patterns : 4.5 nm (resp.19.1 nm) is reduced compared to the
TEM one : 6.2 ± 1 nm (resp. 22.4 ± 11 nm), as found for Fe3O4

nanoparticles [Lima 2006].

B. Static magnetic characterization

In  the  case  of  SP  the  magnetization  curve  may  exhibit,  if
anisotropy  is  low enough,  a  superparamagnetic  behavior  at  room
temperature,  characterized  by  a  non-saturating  signal  under  high
magnetic  field.  Thus,  in  the  case  of  a  particle  assembly,  the
magnetization  direction  of  each  nanoparticle  fluctuates  over  time
and the final state is disordered with a zero global magnetization for
a  measured  time  above  the  reversal  time  of  the  spins  [Dormann
1981]. In this case, a simple model based on the Langevin function
has been used to fit the magnetization curve, as follows:

(2)

where <M> is the average theoretical magnetization, L the Langevin
function, MS the saturation magnetization, µ0 the permeability of free
space,  H the applied magnetic field,  V the particle volume,  k the
Boltzmann constant, and  T the temperature [Dormann 1981]. This
equation allows recovering the intrinsic saturation magnetization and
an  apparent  size.  This  procedure  is  well  exemplified  on  SP,  for
which Fig. 3.A shows the measured and fitted magnetization curve,
at room temperature. The fit provides a 5.4 nm diameter which could
be interpreted as a magnetically ordered volume which is close to
the crystallite size (XRD) and smaller than the TEM size.
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Fig. 3. Measured and fitted magnetization curves of SP. Mass magnetization
σ versus the applied field H (A), ZFC/FC measurement for SP (B).

The superparamagnetic state for Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 SP is clearly exhibited
by the  zero-field  cooling/field  cooling  (ZFC/FC)  curve  measured

with a VSM-SQUID magnetometer as displayed in Fig. 3.B. At first,
the nanoparticles are cooled from room temperature to 2 K at zero

field. They are then subjected to a moderate applied field of 500  ×
103/(4π) A/m and the magnetization is measured during the increase
of temperature up to 300 K (ZFC curve). The same process is done
by decreasing the temperature to 2 K (FC curve) under the same
field.  It  is  observed that SP change from the blocked state to the
superparamagnetic one at  approximatively 33 K, determined from
the maximum of the ZFC curve. The FC curve is not constant below
TB,  which means that dipolar interactions can be neglected in this
case  [Demortière  2016].  An  estimate  of  the  effective  anisotropy
constant K of nanoparticles can be determined from the ZFC curve.
In an uniaxial approximation, the effective anisotropy constant reads
[Batlle 1993]:

(3)

where τm is the measuring time (τm=2s in our case) and τ0 ~1×10-9  s
(case of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles) [Rondinone 2001].  This leads to
K~1.2×105 J/m3 at  TB =33  K  for  nanoparticles  with  a  5.4  nm
diameter (Fig. 3.A). Moreover, the intrinsic saturation magnetization
(65.6  A.m2/kg)  obtained  from  (2)  is  consistent  with  the  one
determined at 2 K using a VSM-SQUID (64.9 A.m2/kg). 

C. Dynamic magnetic characterization

1. At room temperature

Fig.  4  exhibits  the  permeability  spectra  for  SP  and  LP.  For
superparamagnetic  SP,  the  imaginary  part  of  the  permeability
spectrum reveals a broad resonance spreading between 0.5 GHz and
3.5  GHz  (full  width  at  half  maximum,  FWHM)  with  a  low
amplitude. For LP, the resonance amplitude is multiplied by a factor
fourteen and the resonance band width extends from 0.5 GHz up to 5
GHz  (FWHM).  The  level  of  permeability  and  the  ferromagnetic
resonance frequency are  drastically  modified by the nanoparticles
size, hence the superparamagnetic state. This phenomenon could not
have  been  reported  by  Liang  [2017]  because  these  permeability
measurements  were  performed  only  between  2  and  18  GHz.
However,  the  size  reduction  does  not  result  in  a  shift  of  the
ferromagnetic resonance towards higher frequencies as suggested by
Song [2013].
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Fig. 4. Permeability spectra for SP and LP. Dashed lines represent the real
part of the permeability µ’, and solid lines the imaginary part µ’’.

2. At various temperatures

To analyze the dependence of the dynamic permeability through
the change of the energy balance between the magnetic anisotropy
energy  and  the  thermal  energy,  permeability  measurements  have

K  = Ln ( τm /τ0 ) (k TB / V ¿
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been carried out within the temperature range 243 K to 343 K.  

The  two  sizes  of  nanoparticles  have  been  considered.  Fig.  5
displays  the  frequency  dependence  of  the  imaginary  part  of  the
permeability for LP. Two measurements at 293 K are reported, to
compare the results coming from the previous setup (measurements
at room temperature) and those arising from the novel one dedicated
to  the  temperature  analysis.  Keeping  in  mind  the  measurement
uncertainty, the data show no clear effect of temperature.
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Fig.  5. Evolution of the imaginary part of the permeability spectrum with
temperature for Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 LP.

For SP (Fig. 6), the imaginary part of the permeability spectrum is
significantly modified when the temperature rises from 243 K to 343
K. The resonance frequency is shifted toward the high frequencies
for decreasing temperature. The resonance line intensity defined as
the area under the µ’’(f) curve increases significantly for decreasing
temperature, which is not observed for LP particles. These results
are  consistent  with  those  coming  from  FMR  measurements
conducted  on  magnetite  [Griscom  1981,  Guskos  2005]  and
maghemite nanoparticles [Gazeau 1998]. Moreover, the width of the
resonance  peak  (FWHM)  seems  to  decrease  for  decreasing
temperature which is in contrast with most of the FMR results. This
point would deserve to be deepened through additional temperature
dependent permeability measurements. The measurement quality is
nevertheless  affected  by  the  temperature  measurement  set-up,
especially for the lowest permeability amplitudes which are noisy,
that is why the temperature curves displayed in Fig. 6 correspond to
smoothed curves treated with the Savitzky-Golay method.
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temperature for Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 SP.

3. Interpretation through a dynamic susceptibility model

From the theoretical viewpoint, the high-frequency dynamics of
superparamagnetic nanoparticles has been extensively studied. The
general theoretical approach combines the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation for the motion of magnetic moment and the Fokker-Planck
continuity equation for the orientational distribution function of the

magnetic moment [Raikher 2007, Poperechny 2016]. This model has
been  developed  in  the  context  of  the  FMR  where  the  magnetic
moment  is  subjected  to  a  static  polarizing  magnetic  field.  In  our
experiments, no static magnetic field is applied and the quantity of
interest is the zero-field transverse dynamic susceptibility noted χ⊥.
As a first approach, the experimental data were interpreted using an
approximate  analytical  model  proposed  by  Raikher  [1974].  The
main  hypotheses  are  the  following.  (i)  noninteracting  randomly
distributed nanoparticles are considered. (ii) each particle is assumed
spherical,  in  a  single-domain  state  and  possesses  an  uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy. By introducing the ratio between the magnetic
anisotropy energy  KV and the thermal energy  kT,  σ =  KV/kT,  the
zero-field transverse dynamic susceptibility is expressed by:

(4)

where  ω0 =  µ0γHK is  the  angular  resonance  frequency,  γ the
gyromagnetic factor, HK the anisotropy field for an uniaxial particle
defined as HK = 2K/(µ0MS), R1, R2, R3, R4 coefficients from [Raikher,
1974] and depending on σ, and α the Gilbert damping parameter.
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Fig. 7.A shows the computed nanoparticle size dependence of the
permeability  spectra  (imaginary  part)  at  room  temperature.  A
transition  between  a  relaxant  character  and  a  resonant  one  is
revealed for increasing the nanoparticle size. The model reproduces
adequately  the  experimental  curve  for  the  nanoparticle  diameter
ϕ=5.4  nm  (σ≈0.2)  corresponding  to  the  one  calculated  with  the
Langevin function (Fig. 3.A) and K=104 J/m3. This last value is one
order of magnitude lower than the one obtained at TB. 

Fig.  7.B compares the experimental and theoretical temperature

χ⊥= 
MS

HK

 
ω0 ( ω0 R3+i ω R4 )

( ω0)
2R1- ω2 +2i ω ω0R2
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dependences  of  the  µ’’ spectra.  The  experimental  evolutions  are
satisfactorily reproduced by the analytical model, if a temperature
dependence of the effective anisotropy field is introduced (Fig. 7.C).
Such a rapidly decreasing anisotropy profile has been reported for
FePt nanoparticles [Antoniak 2005].  Consequently, this analytical
model  appears  relevant  to  capture  the  main  features  of  the
experimentally observed superparamagnetic resonances.

V. CONCLUSION 

Size effects of Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles have been exhibited in
the zero-field dynamic permeability spectra.  The main effect  is  a
drastic  reduction of the permeability level,  whereas a  shift  in  the
resonance  frequency  is  not  clearly  observed.   A  dynamic
susceptibility  model  has  been  used  to  successfully  reproduce  the
experimental  results  for  the  superparamagnetic  particles  and,  in
particular,  the  trend  in  the  temperature  dependence  of  the
permeability spectra.
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